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APOLOGY
The Primary Source would like to offer most sincere apologies to our professorial friend Dr. Robert Weissbergfor twice
mistakenly misprinting his name. We hope that he will forgive us and that he will continue to give us advice on how to
get rid of our professors and on what is safe to bash.
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Letter
To the Editor:

.

I am writing in responseto Mr. Goodwin’sarticleentitled,“The Date Rape Debate”. He made some very importantpoints which
I would like to discuss.
I agree that misguided attempts to solve the problem of date rape can lead to a dangerous trivialization of sexual violence.
Certainly an overuse of catch phrases like “Think“and “Date rape is real at Tufts” can lead to distorted views of the actual problem.
However, there were some misinterpretationsthat Mr. Goodwin made that need to be addressed. He quoted Ms. Barret of the
Women’s Center as saying, “Situations which neither involved party would call rape can later be classified as date rape.” What Mr.
Goodwin fails to understand is that the reason neither party would “call it rape” is because the rapist doesn’t know that he has committed
a crime and the rape victim doesn’t know that what has been done to her is a crime. This is what is meant by “making women aware”.
Both a woman and a man need to know that once she openly expresses to the man that she doesn’t want to have sex, he is then in violation
of the law if he proceeds to force her. And, contrary to what Mr. Goodwin said, it is not the desire of the Women’s Center to have us
believe that it is the “man’s responsibility to make sure she has clearly stated her desire.” Nor do we ask men to be mind readers.
Hopefully, we can teach all women to responsible enough to speak up, loudly and clearly, if they don’t want to have sex.
The second misinterpretationthat Goodwin makes of the above Barret quote is that words like hers lead to rampant retroactive
decisions on women’s parts that what happened to them a long time ago was actually date rape. He complains that statisticsabout date
rape are misleading, but then proceeds to say that “In many cases . . .“ and “Too often, miscommunication,uncertainty, regretfulness,
and hurt feelingsare convenientlyclassifiedas date rape. ..“ Toooften for who? Where are his accurate statisticsthat prove this happens
“in many cases” and“toooften”? What I believe Mr. Goodwin was referring to was the possibility that if we don’t teach women the exact
legal boundariesof what date rape is, they might misinterpret certain unhappy sexual experiences as date rape. I agree that however
remote, this does exist as a possibility. This is why we need to clarify that the unwillingness to have sex must be expressed before the
sex act. Second, the reason why it is a remote possibility that this will happen “too often” is that it is neither easy nor “convenient” for
a woman to admit she’s been raped. If Mr. Goodwin thinks it’s easier for a woman to say “I was raped” than to say “I had really bad
sex,” he is sadly mistaken.
Unfortunately,Mr. Goodwin used some erroneous assertions to prove an overall valid statement -- that both women and men
need to be aware of the legal definition of date rape, and consequently must be held accountable for their actions in a sexual situation.
Amanda Jacobs 5’93

Letters Policy
THEPRIMARY
SOURCEwelcomes all letters. We reserve the right to edit or to deny publication of

any later based on its length or its content. Authors are required IO include their names and phone numbers.
Any letter to an individual author concerning work published in THEPRIMARY
SOURCE,
may be published on
the letters page.
Please send all correspondence m:
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A n openforum on issues affecting the black community
If you’re worn out by all the racial hype, then you’re ready for
Issues & Views - The voice of black Americans who challenge
the civil rights establishment.
quarterly newsletter
Sample Copy $2 Subscription $10 / Student $5
Issues & Views
P.O.Box 467
Cathedral Station
New York, NY 10025
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Commentary
The Science and Technology Center
Tufts’newsciencecenterisanexampleofallthatcanbegood
in scientific research and all that is bad in the United States government. This beautiful new facility will be of great benefit to Tufts’
research efforts, but it was created by means of classic pork-barrel
politics. When Congressman Markey spoke at Saturday’s dedication
ceremony he said, “I became a wholly owned subsidiary of Jean
Mayer, Inc...I’IlbethereinthefuturetogetthegrantsforTufts.” What
Congressman Markey is doing is buying votes and support from
powerful men like Dr.Mayer. Tufts is playing the role of just another special interest
bloating the federal deficit.

Budget Woes
“It has taken the Soviet Union 73
years to rid itself of five-yearplans, now we
have adopted one.” This is George Will’s
comment on the conclusion of the bloody
budget battle. This plan claims that over a
five-year period the federal budget deficit
will be cut by $500 billion. This cut is much
like the cuts at Tufts; it is really declines in
growth, not real reductions in spending.
Congress spends $2.4 billion, over four million dollarsper member, on itself every year; it would be interestingto
know how much money Tufts spends on its own bureaucracy.

Reflections on Ignorance
The plentiful array of letters which appeared over the last
week and a half addressing the assertions of Malaika Martin in The
Tufts Daily (October 29) and Marcus Pryor (November 1) have all
failed to address the historical points made in their pieces. Thus we
offer a few reflections on ignorance:

dotus, who traveled there only to make fun of Egyptians.
Ms. Martin: “You insult the people [blacks] who retaught
Europe,, withouttheseAfricansalltheartandsciencefrom[theGreek
and Roman] empires would have been lost forever.”

Reality: The fact remains that antique culturewas presetved
mainly by the Irish monastic communities, the Byzantine Empire, and
the Roman CatholicChurch. The Arabs who conqueredportions of the
ByzantineEmpireandSpainactuallyadoptedmanyaspectsofByzantine and Roman culture from these conquered regions. The fact remains that these Arabs were not “black” but
middle Eastern people and whatever aspects
of antique culture which they preserved were
already retained within European institutions.

Ms.Martin: Whitepe0pleinsUlt“rhepeople
[the slaves] u p whose backs American wealth
was built”

Reality: The slave-based South in the
antebellum period was economically backward as compared to the free and merchantindustrial North. While slavery did provide
export revenue for the Southem planters, most
of this capital was reinvestd in land and
slaves. In fact, wealth in the antebellum
south was measured largely in slaves. The Civil War not only
destroyed the wealth of the South by freeing the slaves, but economically decimated whatever productiveeconomic institutions existed in
the region. The wealth of American was mainly built on the backs of
white Eurowan immigrants whose labor fueled the Industrial Revolution. Theiotion th; “Blacks” created all of America’s wealth is
simply feel-good politics and is devoid of any historical reality.

Mr. Pryor: The foundingfather created an America which is
an “immoral evil creation” which has ‘’raped.lynched, disemboweled,
emasculated ...” black people.

Ms. Martin: “[Blacks]taught the ancient Greeks everything
Reality: It is interesting to note that the entire world,
they knew about civilization and astronomy. Yes, the Egyptians were
black. They lookastheydonowbecauseofcenturiesofintennarriage” including the peoples of Black Africa, aspire to attain our liberties and
political system. Theoftenquoted3/5clauseintheConstitution,
which
Reality: This is known as the black pharaoh theory. The is used by certain groups to prove that the American Constitution is
ancient Egyptians were an Asiatic people who have never been intrinsically racist, actually helped to assure the eventual freedom of
considered “black.” During the New Kingdom period, the ancient the slaves by preventing the Southem states from having a majority in
Egyptians did conquer, subjugate, ‘andenslave the black people of a the House of Representatives. Slavery was a world institution and
region called Nubia. So they at least enslavedblacks. Because of the existed in all regions (including Africa) and what makes the West
isolated nature of the Nile region, there was little or no intermarriage unique is its internal decision to do away with that abhorrent system.
among the Egyptians,exceptfor the intermarriagewith the conquered The only thing that makes European-style slavery different from
Nubians. So Egyptians are probably darkertoday thanthey were in the African or Asian slavery is that we did away with ours of our own
ancient period. As to the idea that the Greeks copied the culture of volition. America is not perfect, but the entire world marvels at our
Egypt, the fact remains that very few Egyptians ever travelled abroad freedoms. It is sad that some in this country do not realize how lucky
and the only notable Greek ever to take interest in Egypt was Hero- we are.
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This Month at the Senate
upon the Tufts administration to begin refusing ROTC scholarships after two years, if the US Department of Defense failed to
eliminate its anti-homosexualpolicy.
Tufts President Jean Mayer was the guest speaker during
open forum, and fielded questions with care. But when it came to
Pansing’s bill, the chips flew. Dr. Mayer explained that he
understood the need for the DOD’s policy, based on his experiences as an underground militia-man in World War 11. As a
Senator noted later, Dr. Mayer had shown “steel-clad balls.” Dr.
Mayer’s basic endorsementof the policy, followed by assurances
that the school would take no official stand,caused shock and outrage to surge through
many present.
Alas, despite Dr.
October 8
Maya’s remarks, there
would be no victory
Senator
for Pansing, as his bill
Wally Pansing began
was essentially dea year of personal crufeated without a vote,
sades by introducing
when an amended
a bill that would call
form of the resolution,
on the administration
proposed by Sen. Carl
to “diversify”it4 pool
Hrycyszyn, met with
of candidates for the
more
approval.
vacant position of acaHrycyszyn, the great
demic vice president.
compromiser of the
The debate
senate, changed Panwas confusedand dissing’sbill to make it a
combobulated, but apmere admonition of the
parently it was all for
DOD, includingsome
naught: the Senate
suggestionson how the
overwhelmingly supTufts community
ported the motion.
Pansing went on to hint that he would be very unhappy if might seek to effect changes in that policy -- it called for no penthe new VP were a “whitestraight-identifiedmale.” Skin color, as alties against ROTC.
weall know, isexrremelyimportantwhen consideringan applicant
to fill a job; in fact, the paler the complexion,the less the candidate
October 28
would be able to fill the position.

October ended with ghosts, goblins, and twenty-nine
shadows in the lower echelons of the Mayer Campus Center.
October was indeed agood month for the TCU Senate--it made the
headlines on several occasions, the most notable of which was
when senate president Julias “Caesar” Barnes censured senators
for not doing much of anything. So, what’s news?
A chain is only as strong as its weakest link, so goes that
trite old proverb that we all know well. Banal as it sounds, that
saying rings true of the TCU Senate, which aside from existing,
hasn’t done a whole lot of anything else. Join us, now, for a quick
peek into the workings of this great legislative body ...

October 14
Massplaguebriefly reared its fearsomehead at the beginning of the meeting; the representative noted with pride that the
organizationhad tied unrecycleableribbons around the trees on the
quad, serving as areminder to all of us that we need not worry how
our $12,000 is being spent.
Senator Pansing took center stage (yet again! How does
he do it?) by intdducing his well-known bill of recommendation
about ROTC. The bill, as it was introducedby Pansing, would call

The Senate almost managed to agree on something. In a
bill proposed by ‘Vice-PresidentAlexa Leon-Prado, the Senate
called for the abolition of the much-contestedeight semester rule.
That rule, instituted two years ago with the intention of solidifying
the meaning oE a Tufts education, requires a student to be on
campus for a minimum of eight academic terms in order to graduate, even if he meets all other requirements early. But no suggestions could be agreed upon for alternativesto the rule.
Compiled by David Greenberg
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Month in Review
UTufts President Jean Mayer supports the DOD’s
anti-gay policy. Tufts President Jean Mayer opposes the
DOD’s anti-gay policy. When asked to explain his
seemingly ambivalent position, Dr.Mayer replied, “La
diversite, c’est mi.”

Pastel Colors: Turning the Red, White, and Blue into
Pink, People of Color, and Bluy.
Principlesfor Sale: Buy ‘em now, they’re going fast.
The Declaration of Independence: White boys on a
romp.
Freedom-loving China: Mao! Wow! And How!
OLast week, Denise Wells was acquitted of a mis- Environmental Racism: Poppies: innocent flowers or
tools of the white
demeanor charge Efloral hegemony?
lating to her use of a
Greenhouse Effect:
men’s lavatory.
No need to go to FlorApparently, the
ida, it’s coming to
court felt that segreyou. Military and
gated restrooms
Crossdressers: Get
were sexist (or to be
your makeup ready,
PC -- genderist). It
it’s show time.
makes one wonder
Tanks:But no tanks.
ifMs. Wells can now
charge the other
Recently, a useful
users of the facilimilitary suggestion
ties with indecent
has been posited conexposure. Excretion
cerning the current
-- it’s not just bioMiddle Eastern crilogical -- it’s politisis, to wit: “Food not
cal.
Bombs”. While a
well-aimed banana
O T h e newest
can nodoubt turn the
addition to Tufts’
tide of battle, food
media spectrum,
as arule tends to lack
Links (Leftists In
the explosive power
New and Kinky
ofbombs. Tuftsfood
Situations), is putwould no doubt be
ting out its first ismore effective than
sue.
Being the
the norm, owing to
whimsical sorts that
its extreme toxicity,
we are, we have
but its use in combat
imagined a few asticle ideas, to wit:WalZ Street Babes: Oppress me, you may violate the Geneva Conventions against chemical
capitalist vixens. Oppress me like only you know how. warfare.
SexuaZLiberution:We shall love in France, we shall love
on the seas and oceans, we shall love with growing
0At the October 28 TCU Senate meeting, three
confidence and growing strength in the air, we shall love groups came up for buffer funding -- the Tri-Service Oron the beaches, we shall love on the landing grounds, we ganization, the African-American Society, and Tufts
shall love in the fields and in the hills; we shall never Voice for Pro-choice. Before allocations were made,
two questions were asked. Senator Pansing asked if only
surrender.
.
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ROTC students could be members of the Tri-Service the alphabet: the letter “y”. Therefore, as our PC
Organization. Senator Marks asked if only blacks could comrades would say: y YYYYYY YY YYYY Y bYYY --- YYYY
be members of the African-American Society. We at the YY -- YY, YYY YYY, YYYY!
Source would like to ask a thirdquestion: Is membership
U I n a letter to The TuffsDaily, freshman Malaika
in Tufts Voice for Pro-choice restricted to the unMartin argued that each member of a race is responsible
aborted?
for the actions of every other member of his race. By this
0Alas, our satire can barely keep up with real life. argument, since Hitler was white, all whites are Nazis.
For a few years now, the Source -- quite in jest, mind you But wait -- Hitler is dead! Ergo, all whites must be dead.
-- has used the PC (that stands for “politically correct” - No wonder they’re so pale.
- or is that “convoluted”? -- N.B.) term “womyn” for the
O I n late October, The Tufts Daily, world-renown
standard (in PC: “oppressive”) English term “women”.
as
the
paper at the avant garde of journalism, introduced
Now word has reachedus that the diverse and PC student
body of SUNY in Albany has really banned the term yet another startling innovation: do-it-yourself journal“women’: in favor of “womyn”. Hmmmm, perhaps our ism. From now on, readers’ letters will be the featured
stories. Actual articles will be confined to the classified
satire is too powerful.
page.
0The womEn of the Source have discussed the
0Speaking of Daily classifieds, we have theorized
issue among themselves and have decided that there is
that all of the different classified ads can be combined
nothing wrong with having “men in women”.
into one big ad. Something like the following:
To the Red-Headed Girl on the Bike:
0Of course, PC can make for simple grammar.
Happy 21st. Now you’re legal! Legal at last! Get
One “ w m y n ” but many “womyn”.
psyched!!! Now you can join the new sorority and do
0And speaking of name changes, what do we say layout. Proteus Continuum is currently accepting submissions. I have to meet you. I need a ride to NYC.
instead of “females”: “femules”, perhaps?
Willing to share expenses. I’ve Lost: one autographed
0For those of you looking for PI (“politically copy of Paris Passion. Let’s get together and gender. I’ll
icky”) usage of that phallocentric undiverse English bring the whippedcream if you bring the straws. Thanks.
language, consider the following passage from a famous Love, Me. P.S. Diversify Me, Baby!
piece of religion-creed propaganda: “And the rib, which
URecently, the Tufts Republicans voted to rejoin
the Lord God had taken from the man, made He a
the Massachusetts Federation of College Republicans. It
woman...’’
seems a bit odd considering that the state organization
0With “women” strictly verboten, we could not ejected the Tufts chapter. One begins to wonder if
help but consider some other genderist words (i.e. “in- Saddam Hussein will vote to end the sanctions against
struments of male oppression”) commonly used by the Iraq.
naive and the malevolent (and white, straight-identified
=In California, young adults caught throwing m k s
males, who are both). Of course, “person”is out because
it has “son” in it. In fact, just to be safe, “sun” should be at cars are sentenced to 30 years in prison. In Israel,
taboo as well. “People” is bad because it has the word police caught trying to stop youths from throwing rocks
“pe” in it, and pee-ing is a very phallocentric activity. at human beings are subject to condemnation for violatThe letter “i”can’t be used because -- hey, just look at it! ing basic human rights. Apparently, California is one of
That’s aphallic letter if ever there was one. It seems that the few regimes left which denies its citizens the fundathere is but a single female (and hence “good”) letter of mental right to throw rocks at one another.
d
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Month (cont.)
0With the elections now safely laid to bed, the Tufts

Voter Registration Coalition is drifting apart and the dirt is
beginningto fly.It seemsthe Tufts Democratsdid not allow
the Tufts Republicans to participate fully. The Dems have
even started to malign MassPIRG’s organizational skills.
Some TCU Senators didn’t even realize they were part of
the coalition. The best laid plans of mice and MassPIRGers
often go astray Which only goes to prove the ancient
Babylonian proverb: Never trust anyone who uses recycled
Paper-

....

In response to gubernatorial candidate John Silber’s claims that working parents neglect their children,
several organizations have pooled together to create a new
program which is guaranteed to solve the problem: Rent a
Stay-at-Home Parent. The cost? Don’t worry. New tax
hikes will take care of them.

0Top Ten Reasons Why Jesse Helms Should Be

The Next President of Tufts University

10. The Carmichael sculpture. Bye-Bye, Baby.
9. Those big grants from R.J. Reynolds.
8. He’s our Jesse.
7. Nobody would steal his license plates -- twice.
6. We’d still have a president
with an accent.
5. All that useless, unprofitable
grass on the quad would be replaced by just as beautiful but
oh-so-much-more lucrative fields
of tobacco.
4. Being Tufts president would
keep him out of mischief.
3. Jesse, Jesse, Jesse -- it just kinda sounds right (-wing).
2. He’s ready, he’s able,
He can work with Dean Knable.
1. Hey, he’d make us look sensitive.

0The Democrats are truly a party for the people...the
people, that is, who are non-white-upper-middle classstraight-identified-homophobic-of Northern European
descent who love to shell out more than thirty percent of
0They went each to their own Halloween party, but
their income every year to the government. At least the
Dems have leamed one thing (More Taxes= More Fun) the Lord God Jumbo went to the Pub of MacPhie. The
from the GOP. The Democrats: the poor man’s choice (to scribesand letter-writers brought acostume bearer who had
stay poor).
been caught impersonating that which he was not, and
placing him in the midst they said to the Lord God Jumbo,
0This has been a strange and twisting election cycle “Teacher, this man has been caught impersonating that
with unusual behavior by many different candidates for the which he is not. Now in the Law of Diversity, we were comsundry offices moss the country. Consider, for example, manded to stone those that are members of his tribe, yea
just about anyone running for anything in Massachusetts, verily.’’ This they said to test his political correctness, that
Texas, or Minnesota. But a special award must go to state they might have some charge to bring before the Senate.
Rep. Ellis Levin of Illinois. In a fund-raising letter, Rep. And as they continued to ask him, he stoodup and said unto
Levin noted that his exemplary behavior had “earned him a them, “Let him/her who is without sin among you be the
special recognition by Chicago Magazine”. True enough. firsttothrow astoneathim.” AndamemberofTmPRIMmY
picked up a stone, but then thought twice and put the
But the recognition was as one of the “Ten Worst Legisla- SOURCE
tors” of 1989. By the same logic, we can say that Mass- stone down. They went away, one by one, to the Daily
PIRG has earned special recognition from this journal.
office to write letters. Now the Lord God Jumbo was left
alone with the costume bearer, and said to him, “Bob, I
really
like your music. Where are all those that wanted to
0Q: What b o k and enrages, but is only eight pages?
A: The Dairy as a token, with its AP machine broken.
stone thee unto death. Has no one condemned you?” The
0 During the October 28 TCU Senate debate on the costume bearer replied, “Not yet.”
eight-semesterrule, one of the alleged opponentsof the rule -- from the Book of Diversity, John 8:l-11
lamented, “Us here are directly affected by this rule.”
Maps we should do away with the residency requirement
and extend the Englishrequirement to four semesters.
10
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The TCU Cartel: Money for Membership
We are at an important moment in
the history of the TCU Senate. Once again,
our senators are gathering in those halls of
power in the Mayer Campus Center to draft
a new constitution. Being one of the few
organizationson Earth which has had more
constitutions than France, it is incumbent
upon those of us who care
aboutour studentgovernment
to see that it does not devolve
to a similar ungovernable state.
Most Frenchman understand
all too well the drawbacks of
their “republic,”but a significant number of Tufts students
fail to even understand their
studentgovernment, let alone
to criticize it intelligently.
Why do we have a
student government? There
are several answers. It exists
to provide a forum for discussion, represent the student
community,advocatestudent
views, and, finally, to dole
out money to student organizations. It is this last purpose that should
concern us most, because this is the true
purpose of the TCU Senate. The United
StatesCongress exists to spend money; that
is its central job and is the one and only
thing it does well. The TCU Senate is no
different. The Senate is important because
it gave away $492,420 last year and will
disrributeeven more money this year. That
is why people pay attention to its requests,
cover its silly resolutions on national and
international affairs. and indulge its many
eccentricities.
Our student government gets this
money, and the power which goes along
with it, from the student activitiesfee,which
every undergraduate is required to pay.
The Senate does many important and essential things with the half-a-million dollars it siphons from the student body annually. That is why it is so important that the
Senate have a working constitution.

Andrew P.Zappia

The student activities fee is cur- certain form of social justice, namely librently $116 per mnm and funds approxi- eral education. Efficiency and incentive
mately 125 student organizations. The have no place in the Tufts equation, largely
decision to apply such a fee is based on the because those, who are providing the finotion of providing for a certain “social nancing have no idea how little their tribute
need.” At some point, individuals at this is purchasing. The TCU Senate is permeuriiversity dccidcd that cxtracumcular ac- ated with these same characteristics.
The Senate is given X
amount of money each year,
through what is essentially a
tax,and is charged to spend it
on subsidies. The organizations in the TCU (all registered-and-recognizedstudent
organizations) feel they have
a right to a certain portion of
this treasure because they are
part of this monied cartel.
When budget time comes, the
Senate knows the amount of
allocatable money and allots
up to that level. The student
organizationswhich approach
the Senate with requests for
funds know how the system
The Smrte Sheiks
works and thus maximize their
tivities are of benefit to the Tufts commu- budget requests. As a result, organizations
nity. In response, these individualsdecided often get more money than they really need.
to artificially expand student activities by In this system, the size of a budget reflects
subsiding them. It is not an accident that the power of an organization; the quality of
Tufts has 125 fairly active student organi- a budget is measured largely by its size.
zations, it is part of a university and student
Even worse, these organizations
government program to provide a “social which are allocated bloated budgets are
good.” If you are thinking that this all compelledto spend eveay cent of that money;
sounds a lot like socialism, you are right. It otherwise their budgets might decrease in
is socialism.
response to unspent funds. So this system
A socialist mentality can be a -advertisinghow much money is to be spent,
dangerous thing. Anyone who tries to get a recognizing the “divine right” of all TCU
sandwich at the Campus Center or attempts Organizations to receive funding, and punto deal with the various bureaucratic out- ishing student organizations which fail to
posts of the Tufts administration quickly spend all their money -creates a situation
comprehends this fact. Tufts is essentially in which money is given out based not on
a socialist state in miniature and hence the merit, but on membership. The system
poor quality of services. Like any socialist discourages budgetary efficiency by puncountry, Tufts extracts money from an ishing those student organizationsthat manunknowingly populace (parents), filters it age their affairswell, because surpluses go
through a byzantine bureaucracy of offices
and departments, and ultimately assures a
please see cartel, pa@ 14-

-
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The Activities Fee:
Each year, every Tufts student has to pay a certain amount of money to support student activities. This year that figure is $116.
Very few students, and virtually no parents, know what that money supports. We have taken this opportunity to show the studentbody
exactly what its student-activitiesfee is buying, in terms which are more personal than simply printing the total dollar budget of each
organization. We have divided up the budgets of every student organization funded by the TCU Senate to reflect exactly how much
money each student is effectively giving to each organization, based on the $116 mandatory student activities fee. For some
organizations,this per student contribution is only a few pennies, for other groups it is as much as ten dollars. Because we rounded to
the nearest penny, and because the buffer fund is separate from individual appropriations, the total of all the following numbers does
not equal exactly $116. Here are our findings:

Council I
African-American Society

Armenian Club
Asian Club
Caribbean Society
Chinese Culture Club
Collective on Latin America
French Circle
German Club
Hellenic Society
International Club
Irish-American Society
Italian Club
Jadi Umoja
Jewish Culture Society
Korean Students Association
Latin American Society

NAACP

Portugese Club
Ronald Blackburn Scholarship
Russian Circle
TISA
TLGBC
Total Eclipse
Vietnamese Club

$ .04
$ .34

$1.60
$ .22
$ .65
$1.24
$ .23
$ .18
$ .26
$1.28
$ .45
$ .12
$ .18
$ .15
$ .55
$ .32
$ .14
$ .37
$ -23
$ .29
$ .37
$2.63
$ .35
$ .51

Council II
Applejam
Interdormitory Council
Inter-Greek Council
Off Hill Council
Panhellenic Council
Panhellenic Society
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$1.17
$ .84
$3.64
$2.20
$ .65
$. 16

Concerts
Executive
Film Series
Lectures
Advertising
Special Events
Senior Class Council
Senior Week

Tufts Center Board

$10.78
$ .93
$3.47
$3.38
$1.60
$1.99
$ .45
$2.75

Council I11
Amateur Radio Club
Hemispheres
Media Fund
Meridian
Observer
Onyx
Politica
Portfolio
Primary Source
Queen’s Head and Artichoke
Sportspectrum
TUTV
WMFO
Zamboni

$ .28
$1.22
$ .54
$ .45
$3.34
$ .73
$1.23
$ .94
$1.28
$1.35
$.58
$1.06
$3.21

$ .60

Council IV
Catholic Center
Tufts Christian Fellowship Club
Hillel
Islamic Society
Orthodox Christian Fellowship

$2.92
$ .98
$5.50
$ .72
$ .25

Where Does the Money Go?
i

i

Council V
Amalgamates
Arts Commission
Black Theatre Company
Chorale
Crafts Center
Dance Collective
Fine Arts Committee
Jackson Jills
Jumbo Marching Band
Sarabande
Side Effects
Symphonic Band
Thud Day Gospel Choir
Tom Ticket Two
Unframed Pictures
Big BrotherDig Sister
Entrepreneurial Society
Leonard Carmichael Society
Returning Student Organizations
Ski Club
TEMS

$ .49
$ .28
$ .28
$ .22

Human Factors
Electrical Eng. Society
Pre-Legal
Society of Women Engineers

$2.46

$ .23
$ .27
$ .60
$ .42
$ .14
$ .32
$ .26
$ .64

$1.58
$ .47
$ .92
$ .15
$5.92
$ .20

$ .07
$ .30

$ .12
$ .19
$ .09
$ .20

Council VI1
Amnesty International
Animal Rights Movement
Council on International Affairs
Tufts Democrats
Envir. ConsciousnessOutreach
Tufts Israel Network
MassPIRG
Middle East Study Group
Tufts Republicans
Students Against Homelessness
SOFA
STAND
Teach for America Tufts
Women’s Collective

$ .26
$ .37
$ .57
$ .39
$ .43
$ .47

$2.94
$ .20
$ .36
$ .17
$ .09
$ .10
$ .17
$1.75

Council IX

Council VI1
American Chemical Society
Amer. Inst of Ch. Engineers
Amer. SOC. Chemical Engineering
Anthropology Collective
Amer. SOC.Mechanical Engineering
Geological Society

$ .01
$ .12
$ .80
$ .15
$ .19
$ .10

TCU Senate
Elections Board
TCU Judiciary
TCU SenateEx Col

$7.01
$1.06
$ .12

$ .94

-- compliled by Theron H . Worth

We do not seek to pry into the financesof each organization listed herein. We simply have made an effort to show each student
how much he is underwriting the operations and activitiesof every campus group. We perhaps would like our readers to note that, with
the exception of the TCB Concertsappropriation,the largest amount of money appropriatedby the Senateis to itself. The Concert Series
clearly offers campus-wide entertainmentand spends its money on something which is quite tangible. The Senate, however, seems to
give the Tufts community little more than tedious headlines in The Daily. We do wonder exactly what the Senate does with its loot of
almost $30,000, more than seven dollars per student, especially when the Senate has been slow to disclose the specificsof its budget.
What is Julian buying? As always, we have difficulty with the $2.94 that each student defacto gives to MASSPIRG, especially when
this money might be used for off-campus activities conducted by paid professionals.
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Cartel, From Page 11.
back into the Senate’s coffers, and by forcing bloated budgets to be spent indiscriminately and completely.
The entire Senate budgetary system is based on disincentives. The system
punishes budgetary efficiency and, what is
worse, discourages profitability. Just as
student organizations cannot keep their
budget surpluses,they cannot keep money
they might raise independently to support
their operations. As a result, there is no
incentive to raise money and increase selfsufficiency. Thus, student organizations
because perpetual financial parasites, addicted to a self-destructiveculture of constant subsidy. Because the Senate gets its
influence and power from the number of
organizations it funds and thus controls,
perpetual dependency is exactly the thing
for which the Senate strives. The senators
learn at a very early age to act like socialists
and become pork-ba-rel politicians. So
much for teaching civic virtues! Yet, the
most upsetting reality behind all of this is
that theactivitiesfee is the students’ money
and it is being misused to supporta socialist
organization of satellite student organizations and services.
How to reform the system is the
big question. The first thing the Senate
needs to remember is that it is playing with
the students’ money and that it needs to
more fully respect its responsibility to the
student body. The next thing it needs to do
is rewrite the TCU constitution and bylaws
so that they promote efficiency,profitability, and quality in student organizations.
What this must entail is transforming the
fundamental nature of the TCU organization. Membershipin theTCU cannot be the
central criteria for receiving funding; in
fact, membership should not be a factor at
all. To receive funding,a studentorganization should demonstratea true need for the
money, Le. show that it cannot raise the
money on its own. It should also prove that
it deserves money on the basis of viability,
uniqueness, and importance of purpose.
On the procedural level, the Senate needs to change the way it gives out
money. Thecurrent system of budgeting up

fee level should be little problem because
this more rigorous budgetary procedure
would certainly result in a lower activities
fee than the current $116.
At an even m m fundamental level
than procedures,the Senatemust reform its
policy of not allowing student organizations to keep their surpluses and profits. If
studentorganizationswere allowed to keep
surplusesand profits, then they would have
an incentive to strive for efficiency and
profitability, in order to build the financial
resources enabling them to eventually escape from TCUsubsidies. Thereason most
student organizations do not have business
departments and do not fund raise is not
because they cannot raise money, but because they have no reason to raise money
when they cannot keep the funds. The
Senate must provide incentives for fund
raising and good management and must
stop perpetuating a socialist mentality which
undermines the high ideals of student government.
Not every student organization
deserves funding. All organizations should
be rewarded for successful fund raising and
competent management. If the TCU Senate would move away from its current perIs he a Reformer?
petual subsidy-and-disincentivementality,
tivities-fee. Instead of budgcting up to a the result would be more financially-indecertain ,level, the Senate should “tax” the pendent organizations, better management,
students at the level which it decides to and -- above all -- a lower and more effective student-activitiesfee.
spend annually,
Once the allocations board of the
Mr. Zappia is a Senior majoring in History
Senate determines the amount of money it
and Classics.
needs for the next fiscal year, it should
present to the entire Senate its suggested
Get Involved!!
level fortheactivitiesfee. This level should
then be debated and approved by the entire
In the TCU Senate
Senate. Once approved by the Senate, it
should be put to the students in a campus
Constitution Redrafting Process
referendum. Once this dollar amount is
approved by the students, it should be pre1 All of the Meetings and Debates
sented to the trustees for final approval. If,
l
are Open to the Public.
at any point in this process, the suggested
ALBO fee level fails to win majority support, then ALBO would have to renegotiate
If you are interested in more
the organizational budgets and come up
information, Call Senator Chuck
with a different fee level. Getting the
Marks at 629-8837
trustees to approve this student-endorsed

to the level of available money for a particular year is unacceptable, because it
promotes a cult of inefficiency and graft.
The system needs to be reversed. The
Senate needs to review and approve the
budgets of eligible student organizations
and then, and only then, determine the
amount of money it is going to “tax” from
the student body, through the student-ac-
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The Cult of ‘‘Political Correctness”
Derrick Cruz

I

Lately, there has been much debate as to what is “politically correct”This
debate has come up over concerns as to
what should be taught in universities, i.e.
whether or not to drop a Western civilization requirement or to add a “politically
correct”course as a requirement for graduation. Stanford University dropped the
required Western civilization course. UC
Berkley recently added an “American cultures” requirement to their curriculum. As
of yet, Tufts does not have courses labeled
as “politically correct”, nor are there any
requirements to take such a course. As a
liberal arts institution that promotes diversity, Tufts should not have a “politically
correct” rauirement because of the dangers it spawns.
“F’oliticalcorrectness” m e s from
a belief that there is a canon of opinions
about race, sexuality, feminism, ecology,
culture, and foriegn policy. Collectively,
these themes define a “correct” attitude
towards the world’s problems. An important foundation of “political correctness’’ is
the view that for centuries Western society
has been dominated by “the white male
structure” which has denied all others a
cultural voice. Western civilization is seen
as unfair to minorities, women, and homosexuals.
A requirement to take a course
simply because it is “politically correct” is
demeaning to the student as an adult. The
university should treat students as adults.
As adults, students should be free to use
their own discretion as to what courses to
pick. By requiring the student to take a “politically correct” course, the university is
implying, “we do not trust you that you will
pick a ‘politically correct’ course. Therefore, we have to decide for you.” Such a
scenario suggests that the university is belittling the student’s capacity for judgement as a free thinking adult. Instead of
viewing students as adults, college students are seen as children who need to be
told what to take.
A requirement whose alleged purpose is to diversify the campus will also
mean an imposition of an orthodoxy. It is an

orthodoxy which Roger Kimball, author of
TenwedRadicals, calls a “liberal fascism.”
Instead of learning from a diversityof ideas,
the students will be subjected to a “narrow
and ideologically motivated view of both
the curriculum and what it means to be an
educated person.”Conformity will become
the rule. Such a demand is detrimental to a
liberal education. The free flow of information and ideas and debate in search of mth
will become limited to within a”political1y
c m t ” parameter. Anyone who srrays from
these parameters becomes labled as guilty
of the thought crimes of racism, sexism,
and homophobia.
Courses entitled “politically correct” will require the student not to think
critically of the subject nor use academic
skills to his full capacity because doing so
may lead to a deviancy resulting in lower
grades as a penalty. In the University of
Texas,nextyear’s freshman writing course,
“Writing on Difference” will require students to write compostions based on essays
on discrimination, affirmitive action, and
civildrights cases. Although it is an English
course, there is an inherent tendency to
grade based on the student’s convictions.
Allen Gribben, a Professor of English remarked, “You cannot tell me that students
will not be inevitably graded on politically
correct thinking in these classes.” So much
for grading based on grammar, sentence
structure, etc. -- tools essential for the student’s future.
Professor Gribben’s remark that
students will be “graded on ‘politically
correct thinking .’’‘ reveals another danger in “politically correct” courses. Will
disagreeingwith thecourse’s contentsautomatically label the student as wrong? A
more distressing question is: Who will decide whois“politicallycorrect?”Willthese
teachers take a high moral ground and believe that they behold the wisdom of knowledge and mth and everyone else is wrong?
If these teachers or the school adminisuation believes that they know what is “politically correct’’. hey reveal suains of Vilfredo
Paredo’s ideology. He believed that he was
correct while everyone else was wrong.

..

Paredo’s ideal quest to educate humanity
through his political writings were eventually used as justifications for fascism.

ThefullspectTumofcoursesshauld

be offered on campus. Those of the Left,
Right, middle- of- the road, “politically
correct”, women, minorities, and homosexuals do indeed deserve an academic
voice on campus. Students should have the
option to take“Asian Lesbian Feminist Deconstructionist Poems on Affirmitive Action” or “The Life and Times of Livhg
Legend, William F. Buckley, Jr.” However, their registration for thecourse should
be the result of their own free will. When
the university forcibly requires a student to
take a course only because of its political
nature, the university has defiled the liberal
arts ideal. The danger is a leftist fundamentalism, which believes it knows what is
correct and will stifle free thinking and
debate, relegating education secondary to
embracing what is considered “politically
correct.” Diversity becomes conformity.
John Stuart Mill warned against the standardization of opinion. He called conformity “an ideal mediocracy.” Let us not
permit mediocracy to debase the Tufts
curriculum.
Mr. Cruz is a Junior mjoring in History and
Political Science.
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The Benefits of Discrimination
David Greenberg
Therecent battle between the courts
and an all-maledining club at Princeton University has set my head reeling; I wonder
sometimes if people today are more intent on
binding hairs together than splitting them.
For, to assert that all discrimination is wrong
is most absurd.
When I walk into a restaurant, I
know that my stomach is not an equal-opportunity digester. Hence, I would not, out of
fairnessto all the food, order equal portions of every item on the menu. What
is true in choosing food is also true in
other choices. The best example is the
choiceof a marriagepartner; for such an
important decision, the ability to discriminate is not only right, it is essential.
Should marriage be an equal-opportunity institution?

deny entrance to whomever they choose, regardlessof whether the club is three men who
meet at irregular intervals. or a hundred and
three men who meet every day. The proportion may change, but theprincipleremains the
same.
Moreover, discriminationof this type
is not only admissible, it is often desirable.
For don’t preferences givesa club its identity?
What would make aphilatelic society a phila-

tentid r n X ~ ~ s Y o Z ~ ~ ~
believe him if he says he doesn’t discriminate. Of course he does -- and
ought to, on the ability of the candidate
to fulfill the position (Le. his qualifications).
So when we speak of an employer
“discriminating” against certain people, we
are saying that he is wrongfully discriminating on the basis of a factor (Le. skin color,
country of birth) that is irrelevant to his SUCcess on the job.
For some inexplicablereason, though,
people today arebent on ascribing intolerance
and bigotry to all discrimination. Consequently, they tend to err in two ways. First,
they punish those who do not discriminate
wrongfully. More importantly, though, they
themselves discriminate unjustly, and fail to
recognize their own misdeed.
The case of the Princeton all-male
dining club exemplifies the way in which
acceptable discrimination has been vilified.
The dining club, as a private association,enjoys the right to peaceful assembly, and to
form a private aggregate without the law dictating who its membersmay or may not be. If
the government can order a club to permit or
deny membershipto a specific individual, the
club ceases to be private; it is now government-controlled.
The members of the men’s dining
club, as a private assembly, can choose to

~ ~ ~ n ’ i

telic society if its members had no interest in
stamp-collecting?
This is not to say, however, that a
clubshouldnotwillinglyopenitsgates.Many
ethnic and cultural clubs today open their
membership to people who, although not sharing
the same background, have an interest in the
group’s origins. This is just, because the
decisions of the club, and not governmentfiat,
create the policy.
Some groups, however, discriminate
based on a strong intolerance of or hatred of a
particular group. Clearly these groups will
arouse the fury of the people subjected to their
prejudice. Yet even in this case, the law
cannot prevent such groups from gathering,
for freedom of assembly is a recognized and
inalienable right. When a group willfully
inflictsharmuponaperson, however, then the
lawnotonlycanprosecute them, but itmust do
so.
The1960sfortifiedtheidealsofcivil
rights and civil liberties. Out of that era
emerged a fair principle: It is unjust to discriminate against a person on the basis of
factors that have no bearing whatsoeveron the
decision.
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This axiom has often served as the
basis for accusationsmade againstclubs such
as the one at Princeton. But, in fact, the
accusers misjudge their allegation. The club
chooses to excludewomen, not withoutcause,
as the accusers maintain, but in order to make
the associationwhat it is, an all-male dining
club.
As with any principle, the ability to
discern one type of discrimination from another is instilled in us througheducation.
Such education can take more than several generations to flourish.
Nonetheless, people are impatient,
and the effective but prolonged results
causesjust ideas to degenerate. Hence,
activists who once called upon society
to overlook certain factors as irrelevant
have now made these very characteristics the only factor.
Regardlessof the motivation, wrongful discrimination still exists. When
compelledto accept an otherwiseunderqualified person for employment based
on the color of his skin, the employer is also
forced to discriminate against someone else
who was more qualified -- but had the wrong
skin color. This is exactly how affirmative
action works. Through such a method, the
proponents of such a discrimination undermine their own efforts,because they embrace
the very principlethey had sought to abolish:
the choosing of employees based in part on
irrelevant factors.
PresidentBush recently vetoed a civilrights bill based on this very principle of
wrongful discrimination. Such legislation is
inherently contradictory; it declareswrongful
discrimination unjust, then turns around and
mandates that very discrimination. Can law
force upon us the same discrimination which
it prohibits?
Clearly then, the problem lies in the
ability to distinguishone form of discrimination from another. Discrimination, when used
in the proper way, has its place in a just
society, and gives meaning to actions and
decisions; but when it is misused, nothing is
more worthy of condemnation.
Mr. Greenberg is a freshman majoring in
Political Science.

Intolerance of Intolerance
Chuck Marks
The one positive argument for the
“diversity attitude” that permeates our
campus is that it forces students to reevaluate the value system they have absorbed from their environmentand create a
system that is uniquely their own.
This “attitude”has its roots in the
Renaissance of Western culture. In a
movement that overturned much of the old
order, the individuality of each person became
the ultimate concern. This country was
founded by people who fled anti-Renaissame forces. It was founded on the principle that society was a collection of individuals, each different and each worthy.
From this principle stems the diversity theme:
I’m different. You’re different. We’re all
OK.
Unfortunately, “diversity” has
stifled the growth of the individual. At the
October 15 TCU Senate meeting, I was
appalled to hear one senator demand that
Jean Mayer “Tell us what is right!” This is
a plea that a thinking, feeling adult makes
to no onebut himself and God. Fortunately,
the latter doesn’t often answer.
The purpose of the “diversity attitude’’ is not to brainwash students into thinking like our administrators. Its purposeis to
encourage thought and the developmentof
an individual value system. This year,
Bobbie Knable has admitted that “diversity’’ had never been meant as a “code
word” for minority views, but as policy of

helping students to look at issues from all
perspectives.
This is not what is happening.
Factidns on camDus have interpreted the

I hold m my hand a h
t of 35 Senium who ate homophobes.

policy to mean that they are correct (i.e.
“PC”)and people disagreeing with them
are wrong. Other groups, seeing their own
values attacked, have struck out, denigrating other values in defense of their own.
Diversityis closing minds, instead of opening them.
The situation has progressed to the
point at which students have become totally
ullfecepfive to alternateviews. At the October
15 Senate meeting, Jean Mayer responded
to a request for his personal views with an
honesty which ought to have been applauded.
Instead, because his views were different,
his honesty was greeted with hostility.
Senators were quick to point out that they

were “dismayed” or even “appalled”. So
quick was the response, that it betrayed a
complete lack of comprehension of what
was said. However, if this article were to
cover the stupidity of the TCU Senate, it
would take up several volumes.
The people at Tufts who like to
think they promote tolerance must realize
that an open mind sees all views, even those
of a closed mind. One may feel that homophobia and the isms’s are evil. This is all
very well. But a tolerant person is tolerant.
If an open mind is the ideal, then one must
accept the closed mind or face the hypocrisy of intolerant tolerance.
I will admit, I am intolerant. I
have certain values to which I adhere and
will never compromise. My actions are
governed by these values and are therefore
intolerant as well. If others wish to oppose
my actions and censure my values, they are
welcome to try. Freedom of action and
thought is one of the things I intolerantly
support. However, if others are intolerant
of intolerance then they become what they
would eradicate. At that point, they deserve only the disdain one would give any
other hypocrite.
Mr. Marks is a Junior majoring in Chemical
Engineering and English.
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How to Prepare an Animal-Rights Activist

e
e

e .First,
e

take a liberal from reality.

e

.Place
himher in a 7ft x loft dorm room, making sure
e he/she cannot think freely (even reading classic
Western literature could instill intellectual honesty).

:

.Feed himher relativistic garbage devaluating the
e
human race.

-e

OSeason with false statistics and misleading movies to
nausea.

Activist Facts

“Animal liberationists do not separate out the
human animal, so there is no rational basis for
saying that a human being has special rights.“
-- Ingrid Newkirk, Director of People
for The Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETN
“We feel that animals have the same rights as a
retarded human child, because they are equal
mentally i n terms of dependence on others.“
-- Alex Pacheco, Chairman of PETA

“[We envision] a world where. the lion will lie
down with the lamb. where man will live in
harmony with nature, where when two animals
fight, human beings will intervene.”
-- Ingrid Newkirk
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A Man of Peace?

~

John Finneran
The recipient of this year’s Nobel
Prize forpeaceisMikhailGorbachev. 1989
and 1990 have been great years in the advancementof human freedom and there are
many noble figures deserving of recognition -- Vaclav Havel, Lech Walesa, Violeta
Chamorro, to say nothing of Ronald Reagan -- so that it seems strange, even perverse, to reward instead a man who is, to all
appearance,but a faded ghost of the totalitarian yesteryear. Gorbachev, for all the
plaudits heaped upon him, has never won a
democraticelection, nor indeed would he if
one were held today, yet still he pretends to
state rule; he is, in short, a dictator.
Whence, then, the starry-eyed
admiration which has covered Gorbachev
from abroad? Gorbachev has dealt with his
domestic opponents without bloodshed, give
or take a few exceptions here and there.
Certainly, this is an improvementover what
we could have expected from Stalin, or
even Brezhnev. Yet those exceptions cannot help but grate. Would, foi example, a
true Man of Peace have used tanks and
sperznaz-troops against unarmed hungerstrikers as Gorbachev did in Tbilisi, Georgiain April, 1989? PerhapsaManofPeace,
1990-style,but it is certainly not the sort of
thing we would have expected of, say,
Mother Teresa. The Nobel committeemay
have tut-tutted a bit at such excesses but
have decided that, after all,dictators will be
dictators and, domestic unpleasantness or
not, peacefulness is really a function of
one’s external policies.
And in his external policies, Gorbachev has indeed pursued a relatively
peaceful policy both in what he has done
and in what he has failed to do. Gorbachev
has actively sought a lessening of tensions
with such traditional Soviet adversaries as
the United Statesand the People’s Republic
of China, as well as with more tangential
Soviet concerns such as South Korea, Iran,
and even South Africa. This policy has
yielded such fruits as arms-control treaties
as well as more concrete measures such as
the withdrawal from Afghanistan of all
Soviet troops (well, except for a few advisorsfortheSCUDmissile,whoreallyaren’t
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supposed to be there). More spectacular
has been Gorbachev’s inaction, which allowed the revolutionary events of 1989 in
Eastern Europe to occur without the resort
tobrute forceseen in 1953,1956,1968,and
1981.
Gorbachev’s soft line abroad has
been the result of economic problems at
home. Gorbachev, at his ascension to power,
had the wit to see that the Communist
system was in crisis. The economy was in
a horrible state. Under Gorbachev’s absurdlyineffectiveeconomicreforms,things
have gotten still worse. Paradoxically
enough. the worsening economy has led to

an increasinglypeaceful foreignpolicy. To
deal with domestic problems, Gorbachev
has sought a respite from world problems;
hence his “new thinking” in foreign policy.
Gorbachev simply does not have the resources to carry out a competitive foreign
policy with the West, especially one that
because of SDI and the Reagan Doctrine
would require far more Soviet resources
than before. Quite simply: Gorbachevism
has meant peace through economic failure.
Yet, the Soviet Union has not yet
completely abandoned “old thinking” in
her foreign policy. Consider the annual
foreign aid given to numerous undemocratic,anddecidedlyunsavory, clientstates
(Figures are from the Rand Corporation):
Cuba $5 billion, Afghanistan $3 billion,
Vietnam $2.5 billion, Syria S1.5 billion,
North Korea S1 billion, Libya S1 billion,
and Angola $1 billion. A worsening of
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Soviet economic troubles, which seems
assuredunder Gorbachev, is bound to lower
these figures. With less Sovia aid, these
unregenerate bastions of totalitarianism may
yet succumb to the democratic tide which
has submerged Eastern Europe.
But is peace through economic
failure such a good thing as to warrant the
world’s applause? It seems, at best, a
mixed blessing. It is not fully appreciated
by many in the West just how bad the Soviet
economy now is. According to The Economist, real GNP per capita shrank by 5% in
1989 and is expected to shrink by 10% in
1990. The lines for bread are now longer
than the lines for vodka. Bread riots are
feared this winter.
Throughout the country, Communistpower is on the wane while democratic
forces are on the rise. It seems impossible
not to conclude, as the analyst using the
pseudonym “Z’stated at the beginning of
this year, that Soviet Communism has entered its terminal crisis. And here Gorbachev’s role could be crucial.
For, ultimately, like it or not,
Gorbachev is going to lose power. If, like
Ceaucescu, he resorts to the use of the
apparati of repression still under his control
(the KGB and -- maybe -- the army), his
departure may be bloody, and, worse, may
spark a descent into chaos and civil war,
and perhaps ultimately the reign of a new
dictator. He may, however,follow the path
of Egon Krenz and hand over the reins of
power peacefully, either at one time or by a
gradual inactivity creating a vacuum of
power that will be filled by others, allowing
a transition to thedemocratic,and therefore
popularly legitimate, government which
alone may take the necessary painful steps
needed to deal with the collapsing economy. Gorbachev, then, may truly earn his
as-yet-prematureNobel Peace Prize if, like
most of the East European dictators before
him, he too shall go gently into that good
night.
Mr. Finneran is a Senior majoring in History
and International Relations.

Conservatism Comes Home
Daniel C. Goodwin
The triumph of democracy and capitalism over the world’s Communist
systemshas brought with it, some say, an uneasiness among conservatives. Bill Buckley himself commented,“Taking the Cold War away from me is like taliing horses
away from Dick Francis.” With conservativesfocusing on foreign policy, many say
the base of the movement has crumbled along with the governments in Eastern
Europe. Yet it seems obvious to many conservatives, upon hearing the call for
Reaganomics in Moscow, that this is the exact time to strengthen our policies in the
United States.
The guns of the conservative movement have long been focused on the
totalitarian regimes throughout the world, they being the most prominent evils. This
focus has been responsible for a certain neglect of domestic policy, conservatives
rarely offering more than criticism. This may have been an appropriate role as the
underdog, but with the collapse of Communism, the popularity of Reagan, and tax
revolts throughout the country, conservatives have a large grass roots movement to
tend to.
This uneasiness grows from a lack of a definitive domestic agenda, or more
accurately, the neglect of this agenda in the popular press.

Deregulation

The General Accounting Office
says that with the Staggers Act, deregulating the railroad and trucking industry, “rail
rates adjustedfor inflationhave declinedan
average of about 22 per cent. In addition
service has improved; train reliability has
increased; and freight-car shortages which
might interrupt a shipper’s business have
declined.” This act saves consumers about
$130billionannually,orupto 14%ofGNP.
The National Transportation Safety
boardhas proposed the requirement of safery
seats in airplanes for children under two for
a estimated cost to consumersof $205 million annually. The FAA estimates that such
a policy would have saved one life since
1978, at the cost of $2 billion.
This country was founded in the
name of freedom. People immigrated to
America to be free from restrictive governments and to have their individual rights
protected.Over the past fifty years the Federal Registry, which contains the laws
governing us, has grown by a factor of ten,
to53.822pages. The laws which wereoriginally intended to free us, have become an
awesome burden.
The few perceived failures of deregulation are in fact a result of partial
deregulation. The Savings and Loan mess

isaresultof deregulatingthe industry while
increasing the federal insurance on deposits. The Government in effect said “You
can do whatever you want, and we’ll back
you up.” Deregulation of the airlines cut
real fares by over 25% since 1978 while at
the same time safety has improved. Unfortunately, while the number of fights has increased, no major new airport has been
built for 15 years, and not for lack of demand. The result has been congestion, delays, and ironically but not unexpected, a
call for reregulation. In 1986, cable television was deregulated without allowing
competitors to enter the market. Obviously
prices soared, and this summer Congress
reregulated the industry.
Capitalism is self-regulating.
Competition keeps prices down, and consumer demand increases safety,and implements changes as necessary. If we take
regulation to its extreme, and we’re on our
way, we get something resembling the Strictly
regulated Communiststate. When those in
Washington try to tell the country how to go
about its business, invariably they mess
things up.
20/20’sconsumer reporter said in
reviewing the ‘80s “It’s been a startling ten
years...we got technologies that made our

lives easier, more convenient...All these
inventions were terrific things, yet you
almost didn’t have some of them. In Washington, we have a rather awesome regulatory system...every year they chum out
thousands of regulations designed to make
life safer or fairer...Often they cmte tangled
webs of laws that stop progress. Looking
back on the Eighties, I was struck by how
many good things happened only because
government...let go a little.”

Big Government

Federal, state, and local governments spending is something on the order
of 45% of the national income. Federal
Government spending has soared from 5%
under Roosevelt to close to 25% of our
Gross National Product. Our employersare
taxed when they pay us; we’re taxed before
we receive our pay; we’re taxed when we
spend our money on products that were
taxed all through the production process.
As a rule of thumb, anything a
private citizen can do, the government can
do worse and for twice the cost. The U.S.
Postal Service is a model of inefficiency.
The cost and reliability is embarrassing

Please see Conservative, Page 21.
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Liberal Politics Invading the Humanities
Karen Ahlborn
icals, by Roger Kimball
New York: Harper & Row, 1990,$18.95

TenuredRudiculs,by Roger Kim-

ball, is a jmwedd work which probes deeply

into the growing radicalism of the humani-

ties at major collegesand universities across

the nation.
Kimball seeks to expose this radi-

HOW POLITICS
HAS CORRUPTED
OUR HIGHER
EDUCATION
calism by closelyexamining the writingsof
its proponents. He often humorously depicts the absurdity of their ideas towards
various pieces ofliterature or art and their
criticisms of them, merely by quoting their
own writingsorspeeches. It is often shocking to think that the people he writes about
are highly respected professorsand literary
critics, employed at the top campuses across
the couritry and that they are deciding what
will be taught on these campuses. He
contends that these radicals are the prod-

ucts of the leftist movements of the sixties
and that they are taking over our humanity
departments and infecting them with their
new-thinkingand liberal approaches.
‘
The danger of this new thinking
and these liberal approaches is found in the
destructionof the traditional literary canon.
Stanford requirements such as Western
Civilizationand American Civics are beinn
discarded. Instead of reading the great classics written
by those now viewed merely
as “European Dead White
Men” and thus inherently
inappropriate, students read
books by more diverse authors -- women and minorities. Books are judged more
by the ethnic diversities of
their authorsand less by their
literary quality or timelessness.
When classic literature is
studied,it is evaluated with a
highly popular deconstructionist approach. It often seems more important to
examine what is not found in
a work then its contents. A
classic is usually interpreted
in a manner that would seem
very politically oriented to
most readers. Instead of
examining common themes
or theauthor’scentral ideaor
purpose, the work is interpreted according to how it
presents women or minorities or sex roles or whatever
other special concern the professor has in
mind.
Leftist politics, the politics of
diversity, have invaded higher education.
This is what Kimball repeatthy warns. He
fears that we will lose the basic tenets and
traditions of our American heritage and
education by this new idea of trying to
present every marginal study known to
mankind and interpreting the classics that
are still studiedinapurelypolitical context.
Kimball is convincing. English
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majors may well wonder what kind of
education they are getting. Will a study of
the humanities through the eyes of the current liberal politics still be viablein theeyes
of tomorrow’sworld? If it isn’t, wheredoes
that leave us? How well educated are the
students produced by this education?
Education should be as objective
as possible. This is obviously not always
possible, but the extremes to which objectivity is not being followed are staggering
and should be of great concern to anyone
seeking a liberal arts education. Current
political interests or agenda should not be
allowed to influence the teaching of the
humanities and the interpretations of great
works of literatureand art; it devalues them
and it will eventually devalue us.
Kimball has written a thorough
account of the process through which these
new trends in the study of the humanities
are promoted and perpetuatedon American
campuses. His book is highly thoughtprovoking and worthy of attention, most
especially by students,becauseweare most
affected by these trends in teaching. Politics has its place in our world, but it shouldn’t
change how we teach Shakespeare.
Miss Ahlborn is a freshman majoring in
English.

. ..

Conservative, From Page 19.

compared to the semi-private system in
Australia or even the competitors in the
U.S. Conservatives believe that most everything the government does that private
industry can do, should be left to private
industry. The government has no profit
motive, it can eliminate competition, and
it’s open to all sorts of politicking and
favors. The government’s role is to set and
enforce laws in order to guarantee personal
freedoms and a free market, not to take our
money and spend it. We can handle that
ourselves.
Government inefficiency has
become redundant.We elect people whose
job has become spending money, and they
work very hard at their job. They pushed
and pulled to reach a budget-cuttingagreement, which is still an increase over the
spending of the previous year. Even Reagan could only manage to slow the increase in spending, but it still has been
rising as a percentage of GNP. Reagan is
often blamed for the deficit, but it is Congress that spends the money, the same
Congress that had such fun overriding the
president when he tried to cut spending.
Reagan’s fault was that he didn’t try hard
enough.

The Environment

Conservativesare often criticized
for not caring for the environment. It is

1. ,;_

ridiculous to think conservativesdesire the
world to be polluted. Conservatives know
that the environment is an economic asset
and want to preserve it. Conservativestend
to have a more realistic outlook. Many
environmentalists believe we are “raping
Mother Earth” as if we are trespassers on
this planet. We evolved here and are as
much a part of the system as the dolphins.
With this, we have aresponsibility to manage our use of the planet wisely.
A group from the National Cancer
Institute led by Dr.John Boice found in a
study of Chinese women exposed to more
than double the U.S. danger levels of radon
that there was “no association between radon
and lung cancer..regardless of cigarettesmoking status.” The EPA’s campaign
against radon has an estimated cost of $1
trillion.
MIT meteorology professor Reginald Newell states, “I would not think there
is any evidence for a catastrophicchange in
our climate.” Dr. Newell has recently
completed an exhaustive 150-year sea-based
study of global warming trends. The Max
Planck Institute’s global warming model
indicates a warming trend of 0.3 degrees C
for the next 25 years.
A ten-year, $600 million study
commissioned by Congress showed “no
evidenceof widespread forest damage from
current levels of acid rain in the U.S.” and
showed that acid rain “is not responsiblefor
refinal crop-yield reduction.” It also found

that acidic lakes are a small percentage of
the total, and that these lakes had about the
same acidity level in pre-industrial times.
The facts are that there is rarely
compellingevidence to supportthe billions
federal regulations cost the industry, and
the consumer. There certainly are areas of
concern andconservativesbelieve in something called free-market environmentalism.
Free-market environmentalism is
environmental policy which utilizes the
market as the most effective power of change
to industry. For example, current regulations may force a company to use a certain
filter in order to reduce toxic emissions.
The free market approach may, for instance, assign points to differentpollutants
and charge a polluter for emissions which
exceed a certain level. These funds could
go to clean the environment, or, the industry could use whatever means it finds most
cost effective to reduce its emissions.
Environmental regulation are crippling U.S. industry. Much of this regulation
is passed to protect us from unproven risks.
Conservativebelieve in a realistic approach
with the proper scientific support for such
expensivepolicies. When reduction proves
necessary, letting the market work will always
work better than micromanagement.
M r . Goodwin is a Junior majoring in Biology.
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War is Inevitable
Tom Kaufman
By early November the United
States might be fighting a war with Iraq.
War is by no means desirable, but unfortunately is America’s only possible recourse
under the circumstances. I am not a “warmonger.” No male between the ages of 18
and 25 wants to go halfwayacrossthe world
to settle the business of other countries -especially the Arab ones, who quite often
spit upon our country. Unfortunately, I
must advocateforce when all other alternatives are ineffective. For a number
of reasons, America’s earnest diplomatic efforts will not work.
Why won’t sanctions push
Saddam into bankruptcy and thus farce
him to leave Kuwait? America has
led a surprisingly successful boycott
of Iraq. Iraq cannot sell any oil and
her foodsupplyislow. Eventuallythe
people will become so desperate that
they will riot and throw out this dictator, right? I don’t think so. Iraq is no
democracy. Saddam will alwayshave
enough food to eat, and it is unlikely
that he cares deeply for the Iraqi
people’s welfare. He is in complete
control; he kills off any opposition.
Sanctions may weaken his economy,
but Saddam has faith that eventually
the coalition against him will break. The
states of the world have painfully-short
attention spans and eventually will care
more about the damage to their economies
from receiving 20% less oil than about the
fate of the “poor Kuwaitis.”
What if the people do rise up and
overthrow Saddam? This is Iraq, not Panama. There is no moderate, Western-friendly,
democratically-electedopposition waiting
in the wings. Iraq has no sense of democracy. If Saddam is forced out, the next
leader is likely to be little different. The
Iraqi people loathe the West. Many look up
to Saddam as the unifier of the Arabs, the
returner of ancient Iraqi lands.
The people may not overthrow
him, but will not the sanctions bite hard
enough to force a retreat? I may be wrong
about some things, but I know that the
sanctions will take months if not longer to

be effective. By then, it will be too late. and decisive can keep American casualties

Saddam is currently “Iraqifying” Kuwait.
Saddam is concentrating heavily on changing the population balance in the country.
First, he is flooding the country with Palestinians. Second,he is trying to get Kuwaitis
to leave. The population balance will be so
drastically altextd within the next few months
that Kuwait will never again be the same.
Saddam knows that in time, he can pull out,

set up a puppet government, and go back to
business as usual. Even if Iraq really pulls
out, she will still be an aggressive and
powerful state in the middle of oil country.
Very soon Saddam will possess nuclear
weapons. Saddammay back off,but he will
soon be back.
For the above reasons, we must go
to war as soon as possible. By late October
or early November, we should strike the
Iraqi homeland. The strategy that General
Dugan described sounds like the correct
course. Iraq must be decapitated and completely defeated. The leadership should be
targeted first so as to throw the country into
completedisarray. Only after Iraq has been
completely defeated can the world hope to
neutralize her as a major threat to the region. Only by startingagain from scratch is
there hope of building a safer Iraqi state.
A full-strength attack that is short
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minimal. Nevertheless, we must still be
prepared for casualties that are considerable. America will not have to pay the
entire bill herself. If this war is fought
under UN auspices,we may be able to convince other nations to help foot the bill a bit
but the costs for America will still be high.
This unfortunately is a price that must be
paid, for the alternative is far worse.
The alternative is having 20% of
the world’s oil controlled by a butcher
who scoresa 10on the brutality scale.
An Iraq that can rebuild is an Iraq that
can re-arm and pose a future threat.
Over a period of years, this state could
gain nuclear weapons and then take
over more of her neighbors. We can
fight this battle either now or later,
and later the casualty count will probably run much higher. My strategy
may be Ethnocentric and Imperialistic, but itreturns Kuwait to her former
self and keeps the world’s economy
from being crippled. I sincerely hope
that I am completely wrong and a
peaceful and acceptable solution is
reached. But don’t hold your breath.
Mr. Kayfman is a Junior majoring in
International Relations.

“The heart of the wise inclines to the right, but the
heart of the fool to the left.”
Ecclesiastes 10:2
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
I am out here defending my own country and the
Saudipeople. This isn’tjust about oil. This is about
scratching a line in the sand and saying to a tyrant,
“Sorry. Mr. Saddam, bui you just ain’t gonna
rock‘n’roll no more.”
-- Sgt. Philip S.Coolberth
I f there is no war, we win. I f there is war. we will
win.
-- Lt.Lloyd Crosman

Unless we all stand together against dictators and
tyrants, we all stand to fail.
-- Saud Nasir al-Sabah
The less a nation has regards for moral obligations, the more it tendsto respect physical strength.
-- B.H. Liddell Hart
It must be the policy of the United States to suppori
free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or outside pressures.
--Harry Truman
Marriage has many pains but celibacy h a s no
pleasures.
-- Samuel Johnson

Let the schoolmasters puzzle their brain,
With grammar, and nonsense, and learning,
Good liquor, I stoutly maintain,
Gives genius a better discerning.
-- Oliver Goldsmith
There is no error so monstrous that it fails to find
defenders among the ablest men. Imagine a congress of eminent celebrities such as More, Bacon,
Grotius. Pascal, Cromwell, Bossuet, Montesquieu.
Jefferson, Napoleon, Pitt, etc. The result would be
an Encyclopedia of Error.
-- Lord Acton
Inever again want tofindmyselfina situation when
I am alone with you.
--Jean Mayer, on the Tufts student body
When doctors and undertakers meet, they always
wink at each other.
-- W.C. Fields

You can always tell which teachers me opposed to
merit pay increases. They are the ones with the
picket signs misspelled.
--John Murtaugh
When people are elected in nondemocratic ways,
and then play the democrat, as Gorbachev has
done, then that’s not democracy either. It’s just
another form of the old thing.
-- llya I. Zusslavsk

One thing I’ve learned about recovering from
substance abuse is that you have to do something
meaningful, something that makes you feel good.
I’m sharper now and more prepared to do the job
than I was two or three years ago.
-- Marion Barry, on runningfor City
Council
None

silence please.
--Ausonius

The ancient and tested truths that guided ow republic through its early days will do equally well
today. The challenge of conservatives today is
quite simply to demonstrate the bearing of aproven
philosophy on the problems of today.
-- Barry Goldwater
There’s a natural connection between goat cheese
and the women’s movement.
-- Anne Topham,feminist goat-cheese
maker
Perhaps someday researchers scrutinizing the
DNA structure of the common House Democrat will
isolate a gene that inclines him toward spending
public monies, much as researchers have found
genes that incline individuals toward other forms
of anti-social behavior.
-- R. Emmett Tynell

If meat is murder, does that mean eggs are rape?
-- P J . O’Rourke

For a while, I was obsessed with being a nun ...ljust
thought they were so superior. Then, when I realized that nuns don’t have a sex life, I was incredibly
disenchanted.
-- Madonna
We do not demandmore freedom and more democracy. We demand completefreedom and complete
democracy as the Western world knows it. There
can be no greater disaster than to be incorporated
into the Soviet Empire.
-- Visvaldis Brinkmanis
Never underestimate the power of white-liberal
guilt.
-- Kenneth S.Lynn

Mr. Corbachev said ...that the Cold War is over -- it
doesn’t matter who won. Ladies and gentleman.
only a loser could stand in the locker room and say
it doesn’t matter who won. We won.
--Jack Kemp
Life, liberty, and property do not exist because
there are laws. On the contrary, it was the fact that
life, liberty, and property existed beforehand that
caused men to make laws in the first place.
-- Frederic Bastiat

I consider myself responsible for a whole new
school of pretension.
-- David Bowie

l a m available to make love with Hussein to achieve
peace. I am willing to let him have his way with me
i f in exchange he frees the hostages.
-- Ilona Staller

Now, I’m all for artistic freedom -- I used to be a
performing artist myself- but we as a society are
growing dangerously out of touch with our conscience.
-- Beverly Sills

Life is but a day;
A fragile dewdrop on its perilous way
From a tree’s summit.
--John Keats

I f somebody wants to write dirty things on the walls
ofprivate and public bathrooms, that doesn’t mean
the taxpayer has to pay for the crayons.
--Jesse H e l m

The idea is to take the “men” out of ”women”.
--Jeffrey Luks, on using “womyn”
rather than “women”

That man...says women can’t have as much right as
man, ‘cause Christ wasn’t a woman. Where did
your Christ comefrom? ...From God and a woman.
Man had nothing to do with it.
-- Sojourner Truth

I would not want to be Bach. Tolstoy, Joe Hill.
Gertrude Stein, or James Dean. They’re all dead.
--Bob Dylan

Icon findplenty of women to sleep with but the kind
ofwomanthat isreally hardfor me tofind isatypist
who can read my writing.
-- Tom Wove
Bushism isfeel-good politics, adding self-satisfaction to the material comfort of the comfortable. It
is highly popular and applicable to any issue. It
feeds the media and makes for pleasant weekends
of unexacting moralism.
-- George Will

You can get much further with a kind word and a
gun than with a kind word alone.
--AI Capone
The Hitler analogy may be overdone, but at the end
of the day there is much to be said for it. Saddam
Hussein is a man who must be stopped, his sword
broken, and his plunder wretchedfrom him. Other
nations must play their part, but only the United
States can lead the fight.
-- Eliot A. Cohen

